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From Analogue to Digital
Photography: Bernd and Hilla
Becher and Andreas Gursky

Matthew Biro

Some historians of photography claim that a radical divide exists between analogue
and digital photography. At first glance, the analogue photographs of Bernd and
Hilla Becher, on the one hand, and digital works of Andreas Gursky, on the other,
would seem to confirm this distinction. Closer analysis, however, reveals that the
divide between analogue and digital practices is not as strong as it initially appears,
and that truth in photography depends on multiple contingent as well as non-
contingent factors.
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(b. 1955), August Sander (1876–1964), Otto Steinert (1915–78), analogue

photography, archive, art photography, digital photography, documentary

photography, icon, index, modernism, new objectivity, postmodernism, subjective
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Today, one of the central oppositions structuring our understanding of contempor-

ary photography is the distinction between analogue – or film-based – practices and

digital ones. In particular, the rise of digital recording and manipulation techniques

have called into question the photograph’s traditional claims to truthful documen-

tary representation to such an extent that, according to certain scholars and con-

temporary critics, digital photography is in essence an entirely new medium, an

unprecedented form of representation that will create profound changes in human

thought and understanding.1 While it is good to be suspicious of radical claims to

this effect, it is true that the rapid adoption of digital technologies in photography

since the 1990s has led to a greater erosion of the public trust in the truth of the

photographic image than ever before, as well as a more broadly based awareness of

the photograph’s ability to lie – its capacity, in other words, to help propagate

mythologies when functioning as a component within the system of the global

mass media. For this reason, asking why we often still see ‘truth’ and ‘objectivity’

in analogue photographic practices – and why we ascribe ‘untruth’ and ‘subjectivism’

to digital photography – continues to be of pressing concern, for what at first appears

to be a clear-cut distinction between analogue and digital photography soon turns

out to be far less cleanly divided.

At first glance, the radical differences between digital and analogue practices

seem openly on display when comparing the work of Bernd and Hilla Becher, on the

one hand, with Andreas Gursky, on the other.2 As was already suggested by their first

book of photographs, Framework Houses of the Siegen Industrial Region in 1977, the

Bechers were engaged in a rigorous and uncompromising documentary project – one

Email for correspondence: mbiro@umich.

edu

1 – See Fred Ritchin, In Our Own Image: The

Coming Revolution in Photography, 2nd rev.

ed., New York: Aperture Foundation 1999;

and Fred Ritchin, After Photography, New

York: W. W. Norton 2009.

2 – On the Bechers, see Bernd and Hilla

Becher, Water Towers, Cambridge, MA: The

MIT Press 1988; Bernd and Hilla Becher,

Blast Furnaces, Cambridge, MA: The MIT

Press 1990; Bernd and Hilla Becher,

Pennsylvania Coal Mine Tipples, New York:

DIA Art Foundation 1991; Bernd and Hilla

Becher, Gas Tanks, Cambridge, MA: The

MIT Press 1993; Bernd and Hilla Becher,

Industrial Facades, Cambridge, MA: The

MIT Press 1995; Bernd and Hilla Becher,

Mine Heads, Cambridge, MA: TheMIT Press

1997; Bernd and Hilla Becher, Basic Forms,

with an essay by Thierry de Duve, Munich:

Schirmer/Mosel 1999; Bernd and Hilla

Becher, Zeche Hannibal, Munich: Schirmer/

Mosel 2000; Bernd and Hilla Becher,

Industrielandschaften, Munich: Schirmer/

Mosel 2002; Robert Smithson, Bernd Becher,

Hilla Becher, and James Lingwood, Field

Trips, Turin: Hopefulmonster 2002; Bernd

and Hilla Becher, interview by Ulf Erdmann

Ziegler, ‘The Bechers’ Industrial Lexicon’,

Art in America, 90:6 (June 2002), 92–101,

140–1 and 143; Bernd and Hilla Becher,

interview with Cornelius Tittel, ‘High

Precision Industrial Age Souvenirs’, Sight

and Sound (9 February 2005), http://www.

signandsight.com/features/338.html

(accessed 14 November 2011); Bernd and

Hilla Becher, Cooling Towers, Cambridge,

MA: The MIT Press 2006; Susanne Lange,

Bernd and Hilla Becher: Life and Work, trans.

Jeremy Gaines, Cambridge, MA: The MIT

Press 2007; and Hilla Becher, interview by

Tobias Haberl and Dominik Wichmann,

‘Klar waren wir Freaks’, Süddeutsche Zeitung

Magazin, 20 (2008), http://sz-magazin.

sueddeutsche.de/texte/anzeigen/24539/

(accessed 2 September 2011). On Gursky’s

relationship to the Bechers, who were his

teachers in the early 1980s, see Peter Galassi,

Andreas Gursky, New York: The Museum of

Modern Art 2001, 15–19; see also Stefan

Gronert, The Dusseldorf School of

Photography, New York: Aperture 2010, 21

and 53–8.
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that stressed the objective analogue truth of the photographic medium.3 Eight Views,

Hauptstrasse 3, Birken (1971) for example, is a set of eight equally sized photographs,

sometimes displayed as a grid, presenting the front, back, sides, and individual

corners of a single framework house in the industrial Siegen district of Germany

(figure 1). Characteristic of the Bechers’ ‘truthful’ or ‘objective’ approach is their

consistent choice of angles and viewing distances, which de-emphasise subjective

shot decisions and permit easy comparisons between different photographs and

photographic groupings. Everything is done to reject the personality or particular

sensibility of the photographer: the camera is consistently level with the middle of the

subject; lighting is even and diffused; contrast is reduced to give all parts of the

structure a similar weight and impact; and the background is de-emphasised in order

to direct the spectator’s attention to the architecture itself – its iconic form and its

indexical connection to a specific construction existing at a particular moment of

historical time (figure 2). The Bechers accentuate the truthful qualities of their

analogue practice through the use of a large-format Plaubel Peco camera; it allows

them to delineate their subjects with sharp focus, fine detail, and a wide depth of

field – qualities that increase the iconic sensuousness of the image and that also help

to maximise its informational qualities.4 Their choice of black and white film is

likewise informative; it directs the viewer to concentrate on the architectural sub-

ject’s specific physical and structural characteristics.

The ‘truthfulness’ – that is, the objectivity and the informational qualities –

apparent in the Bechers’ documentary practice rests not only in the analogue

character of its photographic technologies but also in their photographs’ natures as

indexes their status as traced or caused by unique events in space, time, and

consciousness.5 The indexical character of the analogue photograph emerges from

its material basis as a chemically sensitised surface upon which light reflected off real

people and objects has been captured in a direct and unmediated way. As indexes, the

Bechers’ editioned prints accrue an aura, a sense of value that often grows stronger,

particularly if the original architectural subject is destroyed. Indexicality conditions

the viewer to anthropomorphise photographs: to attribute human qualities such as

intentionality and uniqueness to them as we also do to painting and sculpture. And,

as the historical time grows between the moment when the Bechers made their

photographs and the moment when the contemporary viewer apprehends them,

their indexical qualities seem undiminished. Indeed, the passage of time seems to

produce an unexpected effect: the older the print, the stronger the indexical connec-

tion appears between the Bechers’ representation and the original object.

A third aspect of the truthfulness of the Bechers’ photography lies in its rigorous

archival method.6 For the past forty years, the Bechers have documented the vanish-

ing industrial architecture of Germany, Western Europe, and the USA, producing a

large typological databank of what they at one time called ‘anonymous sculptures’:

structures such as winding towers, processing plants, framework houses, factory

halls, silos, blast furnaces, lime kilns, cooling towers, water towers, and gas tanks.7 By

preserving numerous well-documented instances of these buildings constructed

between the 1870s and the 1950s, they created a significant archive that today exists

as an important source of historical information.8 And because of their clarity,

extent, and comparability, among other qualities, we still assume that we can

investigate and discover ‘truths’ about the modern industrial past through the

Bechers’ photographs.

Another aspect of the truthfulness of the Bechers’ work comes from its conscious

relationship to the photographic past; specifically, its links to ‘new objectivity’ (Neue

Sachlichkeit) photography: figures such as Karl Blossfeldt, August Sander, and Albert

Renger-Patzsch, whose documentary practices connected careful analogue and often

large-format camera techniques to archival and typological methodologies. Like the

Bechers’ work, Sander’s portraits are straight on, neutral, ‘cool’, and objective.9 Part of

Sander’s archive of portraits documenting the diverse social strata of German society

in the pre-Nazi period, Blind Miner and Blind Soldier (ca. 1930), seems to present a

3 – Bernd and Hilla Becher, Framework

Houses of the Siegen Industrial Region,

Cambridge, MA: MIT Press 2001, plates 209,

105 and 255. The first edition was published

by Schirmer/Mosel in 1977.

4 – The Bechers always worked with large-

format cameras. Between 1959 and 1962,

they used a Linhof 6 cm · 9 cm camera; since

1963, they used a Plaubel Peco 13 cm · 18 cm
camera. On the Bechers’ cameras, lenses, and

papers, see Lange, Bernd and Hilla Becher,

30–4 and 89.

5 – ‘An index’, Peirce wrote, ‘is a sign which

refers to the object that it denotes by virtue of

being really affected by that object’. Charles

S. Peirce, ‘Logic as Semiotic: The Theory of

Signs’, in Philosophical Writings of Peirce, ed.

Justus Buchler, New York: Dover 1955, 102.

In reference to photography, Roland Barthes

called this indexical character of certain

representations, their ‘that-has-been’, which,

for him, was ultimately a physical

relationship between signifier and signified, a

connection mediated by an awareness of

death. ‘The photograph’, he wrote, ‘is

literally an emanation of the referent’.

Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections

on Photography, trans. RichardHoward, New

York: Hill and Wang 1981, 80.

6 – A photographic archive is a collection of

historical records that include photographs

as one of their primary elements; typically,

photographic archives also include texts, as

well as (sometimes) plans, fingerprint

records, and other types of evidentiary or

explanatory representation. On the concept

of the photographic archive and its close

relationship to the concept of typology, see

David Green, ‘Veins of Resemblance:

Photography and Eugenics’, Oxford Art

Journal, 7:2 (1984), 3–16; Allan Sekula, ‘The

Body and the Archive’, in The Contest of

Meaning: Critical Histories of Photography,

ed. Richard Bolton, Cambridge, MA: The

MIT Press 1989, 343–88; Karin Becker,

‘Picturing Our Past: An Archive Constructs a

National Culture’, The Journal of American

Folklore, 105:415 (winter 1992), 3–18; Carol

Armstrong, ‘Biology, Destiny, Photography:

Difference According to Diane Arbus’,

October, 66 (autumn 1993), 28–54; Lauri

Firstenberg, ‘Representing the Body

Archivally in South African Photography’,

Art Journal, 61:1 (spring 2002), 58–67; and

Lauri Firstenberg, ‘Autonomy and Archive

in America: Reexamining the Intersection of

Photography and Stereotype’, in Coco Fusco

and Brian Wallis, Only Skin Deep: Changing

Visions of the American Self, New York:

Abrams 2003, 312–33.

7 – On the different types of structures that

the Bechers organised into ‘work groups’ and

‘object families’, see Lange, Bernd and Hilla

Becher, 51 and 55–63. The Bechers’ famous

exhibition at the Städtische Kunsthalle in

Düsseldorf in 1969 was entitled ‘Anonymous

Sculptures’ (Anonyme Skulpturen); and the

term marked their close connection with

minimal and conceptual art at the time; see
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Figure 1. Bernd and Hilla Becher, Eight Views, Hauptstrasse 3, Birken, Germany, 1971, eight gelatin silver prints, 23.81 cm · 17.94 cm each. The J. Paul Getty

Museum, Los Angeles, CA. Image # 2012 Hilla Becher.

Figure 2. Bernd and Hilla Becher,

Framework House, Corner View, Hauptstrasse

3, Birken, Germany, 1971, gelatin silver print,

23.81 cm · 17.94 cm. The J. Paul Getty

Museum, Los Angeles, CA. Image # 2012

Hilla Becher.
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clear picture of German men traumatised by either World War I or heavy industry

(figure 3). Presenting two examples of the same ‘type’, the disabled male proletariat,

the photograph suggests both similarities and differences. Despite their worn clothing

and oppressive external location, details that attest to economic hardship and priva-

tion, both figures remain buttoned up and orderly, perhaps a sign of their continuing

allegiance to traditional German and military values, despite the poverty suffered by

many former workers and combatants during the Weimar Republic, particularly in its

waning years. On the other hand, possibly because of his more collapsed body

language, the disabled man on the left seems closer to death, reminding the viewer

that our fates are individual, even if our circumstances are similar. Even the slight angle

and off-centredness of the viewpoint strengthens the photograph’s rich documentary

character by making it seem slightly less staged or set up.

Because of their directness and rich detail, we get a sense from Sander’s

photographs that we see the subjects as they are and not as the photographer

interprets them to be. The Bechers evoked the ‘objective’ photography of the

1910s, 1920s, and 1930s in part as a way of distancing themselves from the

‘subjective’ photography of Otto Steinert and others in the 1950s. In opposition

to Sander, Steinert’s photographs emphasised the photographer’s subjective and

transformative vision. This can be seen, for example, in the unsettled and

momentary character of Steinert’s Call (1950), the formal qualities of which

evoke a type of looking receptive to chance and experiment (figure 4). Steinert’s

subjective attitude in photography is suggested by the figure’s mobile stance,

Figure 3. August Sander, Blind Miner and

Blind Soldier, ca. 1930, gelatin silver print,

25.4 cm · 20.48 cm. The J. Paul Getty

Museum, Los Angeles, CA. Image # 2012

Die Photographische Sammlung/SK Stiftung

Kultur – August Sander Archiv, Cologne/

Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York.

Lange, Bernd and Hilla Becher, 65. AsMichael

Fried notes, however, the Bechers quickly

moved away from the appellation, preferring

the word ‘object’ to terms with more artistic

connotations such as ‘sculpture’ or ‘motif’.

Michael Fried,Why Photography Matters as

Art as Never Before, New Haven: Yale

University Press 2008, 321–4.

8 – On the moment of industrial architecture

documented by the Bechers’ archive, see

Lange, Bernd and Hilla Becher, 25–9.

9 – On Sander, see Susanne Lange and

Gabriele Conrath-Scholl, August Sander:

People of the 20th Century, New York: Harry

N. Abrams 2002, 1–7; George Baker,

‘Photography between Narrativity and

Stasis: August Sander, Degeneration, and the

Decay of the Portrait’, October, 76 (spring

1996), 72–113; and Ulrich Keller, August

Sander: Citizens of the Twentieth Century,

Portrait Photographs, 1892–1952, ed.

Gunther Sander, trans. Linda Keller,

Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press 1986.
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lack of detail, and motion blur; the slightly low angle of the shot; and the

photograph’s overall emphasis on the process of human vision through its

focus on the man’s relationship to the street posters. Here reality is selected

and manipulated so that it can stand as an easily readable symbol of modern

vision.10 As a result of this change, the photograph functions less as document

and more as art.11 And by rejecting Steinert’s subjectivism as well as by

emphasising their associations with the tradition of German objectivity exem-

plified by Sander, the Bechers stress the connections between their practices and

an older mode of photographic comportment with strong documentary and

matter-of-fact associations.

In comparison with the Bechers, Gursky’s work seems altogether differ-

ent. His photographs are intended and presented as artworks, not as docu-

ments; and although they are formally rigorous, there is little or nothing of

the Bechers’ focus on objective method, a largely unvarying format and

set of practices that allow for individual structures to be documented as

well as interrelated typologically. Instead, Gursky’s photographs seem much

more symbolic and subjective, qualities that appear to reflect an awareness

of the manipulability of the photographic medium, which in turn can be

linked to the untruthfulness and lack of objectivity associated with digital

processes.12

Figure 4. Otto Steinert, Call, 1950, gelatin

silver print, 60 cm · 46.8 cm. Purchase, The

Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation Gift,

through Joyce and Robert Menschel, 1991

(1991.1056). Copy Photography # The

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

Image# 2012 Estate Otto Steinert, Museum

Folkwang, Essen, and the Metropolitan

Museum of Art. Image source: Art Resource,

New York.

10 – For Peirce, symbols are always arbitrary

and conventional as well as dependent on the

beholder. There is no more fundamental

connection – as is the case with icons or

indexes – between the signifier and the

signified. The primary examples of symbolic

relationships are the arbitrary connections

between linguistic signs – either words or

phrases – and their denotative and

connotative meanings: connections that are

far more conventional and abstract than

those of realistic painterly or sculptural

representations, let alone photographs.

Peirce called the symbol a ‘conventional sign,

or one depending on habit’. ‘The symbol’, he

noted, ‘is connected with its object by virtue

of the idea of the symbol-using mind,

without which no such connection would

exist’. See Peirce, ‘Logic as Semiotic’, 113–14.

11 – Steinert accepted all genres of

photography into subjective photography, so

long as they were individualistic.

Furthermore, he did not reject new

objectivity photography altogether; indeed,

he saw subjective photography as continuing

and developing the avant-garde

photographers’ emphasis on

experimentation. He did, however, see

subjective photography as ‘humanized,

individualized photography’, a mode of

photographic practice that employed the

camera ‘in order to win from the single

object images [Bildsichten] corresponding to

its essence [Wesen]’. Otto Steinert, Subjektive

Fotografie, Bonn/Rein: Brüder Auer Verlag

1952, 6.

12 – On Gursky, see Andreas Gursky, Images,

London: Tate Gallery Liverpool 1995;

Andreas Gursky, Fotografien, 1994–1998,

Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg and Cantz 1998;

Peter Galassi, Andreas Gursky, New York:

The Museum of Modern Art 2001; Calvin

Tomkins, ‘The Big Picture’, The New Yorker

(22 January 2001), 62–71; Edward

Leffingwell, ‘Andreas Gursky:Making Things

Clear’, Art in America, 89:6 (June 2001), 76–

85; Alix Ohlin, ‘Andreas Gursky and the

Contemporary Sublime’, Art Journal, 61:4

(winter 2002), 23–35; Jill Conner, ‘Andreas

Gursky at Matthew Marks’, Flash Art, 37

(July/September 2004), 64; Charlotte

Edwards, ‘Still a Classifying Act’, Art Review

(spring 2004), 24; Paul Mattick, ‘Andreas

Gursky at Matthew Marks’, Art in America,

93:1 (January 2005), 121; Thomas Weski

(ed.),Andreas Gursky, Cologne: Snoeck 2007;

Jeremy Millar, ‘In Praise of Blandness:

Finding Perfection in the Neutrality of

Andreas Gursky’s Photographs’, Modern
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Gursky’s Rhine II (1999), for example, presents an image of something that does

not exist in real life (figure 5). Here we are presented with a slightly elevated view of a

section of the river running parallel to the picture plane, flanked by swaths of green

grass and, in the foreground, a paved roadway, a man-made structure that echoes in

form and function the natural avenue of transportation that flows behind it. Nature

is doubly flattened in these images: depth of field is compressed through Gursky’s

lens and he has employed Paintbox software to remove a few buildings from the far

side of the river, thereby accentuating the motif’s horizontality. A photographic

representation of the world has thus been transformed into an abstract artwork, ‘a

natural Newman’, as one critic called it.13 Its indexical qualities have been weakened;

and we perceive it as a metaphor for the dialectic between nature and technology,

rather than a depiction of a particular geographic location. Through its digital

manipulation, moreover, which renders the picture more abstract and mechanised,

the iconic quality of the river motif is emphasised, thus strengthening the beholder’s

sense that landscape’s form has been idealised.14

Atlanta (1996) also seems manipulated in this sense (figure 6). Here Gursky has

used the computer tomerge two disparate viewpoints of the John-Portman-designed

hotel: shots of the Atlanta Hyatt Regency’s atrium taken from the same vantage point

but at a distance of 180� from one another. Somewhere near the vertical centre of our

vision, in other words, Gursky has merged opposite ends of the same hallways,

creating a back wall that was never really there. Like the Rhine, Atlanta looks in

certain ways like an abstract painting; and, on a thematic level, like many of Gursky’s

photographs, it envisions a world of global migration and flow: a space in which

travel, leisure, and labour are systematically interrelated and organic forms seem to

be channelled as if they were materials being processed within a giant machine.

Although cool and ‘deadpan’, the image seems ominous; what is most disturbing

about it are its formal qualities.15 Although the sensuousness of the work engages us,

if we stare at the picture long enough, we come to mistrust it. Intuitively, the

spectator knows that landscape is false in some way and that, whatever reality the

photograph still points to, what we see in front of us is not the world as it existed

before Gursky’s lens. When the spectator learns how Gursky digitally manipulated

the photograph, the view seems even more uncanny. We suddenly recognise that

what we see is physically impossible, because it encompasses more than twice the

normal range of human vision – and yet, strangely, it looks like our everyday field of

view. Reality, here, is rendered both familiar and strange. Thus, despite its clarity and

detail, Atlanta does not emphasise its documentary character; instead, it foregrounds

its digital manipulation and thus sows seeds of doubt about its own truthful nature as

well as the viewer’s ability to comprehend the objective world.

It is even characteristic of Gursky’s work that his ‘straight’ or non-doctored

images look digitally manipulated. Untitled I (1993) presents an elevated and oblique

view of the grey institutionally carpeted floor of the Düsseldorf Kunsthalle (figure 7).16

The realism of the image changes from the bottom edge or front plane, where the

texture of the carpet is clearly apparent, to the top edge or rear plane, where the carpet

is out of focus. On the bottom and across most of the photograph Gursky’s image is

true and informative; in the top one-tenth of the representation, where shallow depth

of field plus distance creates abstraction, the photograph could be anything: a

response, perhaps, to recent German painting’s dialogue with photography in the

1960s and 1970s or to global conceptualism’s tradition of institutional critique during

the same time.17

While the photographic surface depicting the museum carpet cannot offer the

richness and sensuous presence of the textured and complexly worked face of

Gerhard Richter’s canvas Grey (1974), for example, the photograph’s size and

sumptuous printing indicate that it does aspire to the condition of abstract painting

(figure 8). Furthermore, by potentially referring to Richter’s famous series of grey

monochromes created between 1970 and 1975, Gursky’s depiction of the

Kunsthalle’s floor suggests an interest in engaging with the early abstract work of a

13 – Katy Siegel, ‘Consuming Vision’,

Artforum, 39:5 (January 2001), 110.

Although concurring with critics who find

conscious references to the tradition of

abstract painting in Gursky’s work, Fried

criticises what he sees as the consistent

elision of references to the body of abstract

painting that he sees as formally closest to

Gursky’s photographs; namely, ‘the high

modernist color field painting of Morris

Louis, Kenneth Noland, and Jules Olitski’.

See Fried, Why Photography Matters, 180.

Thus, for example, Fried sees Gursky’s Rhine

series as closer to Noland’s horizontal stripe

paintings of the late 1960s and early 1970s.

Martin Hentschel also connects Gursky’s

Rhine series to the work of Noland and

Ellsworth Kelly; see Martin Hentschel, ‘The

Totality of the World, Viewed in its

Component Forms: Andreas Gursky’s

Photographs, 1980–2008’, in Hentschel

(ed.), Andreas Gursky: Works 80–08, 30–31.

14 – For Peirce, an iconic relationship

between signifier and signified is a mimetic

one, like the connection between a visual

likeness produced in a non-linguistic

medium – for example, painting or

sculpture – and the real-world object that

this copy signifies. Peirce emphasised that

such a signifying relation makes no assertion

about the actual existence of that which it

represents: ‘The icon has no dynamical

connection with the object it represents; it

simply happens that its qualities resemble

those of the object, and excite analogous

sensations in the mind for which it is a

likeness’. See Peirce, ‘Logic as Semiotic’, 114.

As it has later been used in relationship to

photography and film, to say that an image

has ‘iconic qualities’ also means to suggest

that it embodies its motif or type in a

particularly rich or significant way.

15 – Charlotte Cotton uses ‘deadpan’ as a

stylistic term to mean cool, detached, sharp,

objective, and non-emotional; and she

employs it to characterise the work of the

Bechers and the Dusseldorf School among

other photographers. See Charlotte Cotton,

The Photograph as Contemporary Art,

London: Thames and Hudson 2004, 81–112.

Although the photographs of Gursky and the

others contain none of the farce intended by

deadpan’s original meaning as dry humour

or disguised comic delivery, the adjective

does point to thematter-of-fact, detached, or

expressionless character of their

photographs, the fact that they all initially

seem not to take a stance on – or advocate a

position about – reality. That all these

Painters (April 2007), 66–73; Paul McCann,

‘Jong Love’, Wallpaper (March 2007), 98–

107; Ralf Beil and Sonja Fessel (eds), Andreas

Gursky: Architecture, Darmstadt: Hatje Cantz

2008; Kunstmuseum Basel (ed.), Andreas

Gursky, Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz, 2008; and

Martin Hentschel (ed.), Andreas Gursky:

Works 80–08, Ostfildern: Kunstmuseen

Krefeld and Hatje Cantz 2008.
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Figure 7. Andreas Gursky, Untitled 1

(Carpet), 1993, chromogenic colour print,

174.5 cm · 210 cm. Image # 2012 Andreas

Gursky/Artists Rights Society (ARS), New

York/VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.

Figure 8. Gerhard Richter,Grey, 1974, oil on

canvas, 250 cm · 195 cm. Image # 2012

Gerhard Richter.
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German artist, who, in the 1960s, was well known for his pioneering melding of

painting with photography.18 And in retrospect, as suggested by Gursky, Richter’s

complex mechanisation of his daily practices of painting seems to have prepared the

ground for an increased reflexivity in contemporary photography about nearly

abstract forms of photomechanical reproduction.

The photograph also appears to respond to the long history of conceptual art.

When compared with the floor and wall removals of Lawrence Weiner, for example,

Gursky’s image does not seem to be as rigorously conceptualist in its institutional

critique as the US artist’s work. However, as is the case withWeiner’s interventions in

the museum’s architecture, the Düsseldorf floor speaks to an interest in directing the

viewer’s attention to the museum as a space of social, structural, and spectatorial

experience – an interest that is also characteristic of some of fellow Becher-student

Thomas Struth’s large-scale photographs.19 Thus, on multiple levels, Untitled I

dissociates itself from its specific documentary functions and instead emphasises

its formal dialogue with the tradition of twentieth-century art through its nature as

an instance of one ormore inter-subjectively agreed upon aesthetic types; in this case,

either the form of the monochrome or the strategy of institutional critique.20

By raising the question of general types, Gursky’s museum floor impels a return

to the concept of typology that emerges in the Bechers’ work. This is particularly

important since it is through the typologies that the Bechers’ photographs begin to

separate themselves from their purely indexical documentary functions. Unlike

Hauptstrasse 3, Birken discussed previously, Water Towers (1967–80) is a typology

and not a set (figure 9). A set, according to the Bechers, documents a particular

structure from different angles, while a typology, on the other hand, presents a group

of photographs that are different instances of the same type or ideal form.21 Sets, in

other words, refer indexically to one actual structure, while typologies refer indexi-

cally to a number of different individual structures. The Bechers’ typologies thus use

a group of specific instances to suggest a generic type, and, as is the case with all forms

of representation that help us to group and separate specific things or beings in the

world, they are conceptual and thus open to metaphoric and symbolic

appropriation.

It was the Bechers’ typologies, moreover, that allowed their photographs to be

understood as works of art. Although they have often denied an interest in making

art photography, their work was assimilated into the gallery and museum system

during the late 1960s and early 1970s. Responding to the literalness and seriality of

their photographs, curators and critics in the USA (as well as a number of prominent

artists such as Carl Andre) found a common ground between the Bechers’ work and

the minimalist and conceptualist art that had recently come to prominence.22

Brought into the museum, the Bechers’ typologies became works about ideas of

industrial structures; and as Alexander Alberro put it, their serial arrays provoked a

‘rigorous dismantling of the autonomous, auratic art object’.23 As evocations of

formal concepts (which in turn were based on the assumption that built forms arise

naturally out of industrial functions), the Bechers’ photographs became less about

the actual structures that they documented and more about abstract ideas or types.

Andre perhaps best described the specific concept that informed all the Bechers’

work when he noted that: ‘The photographs of the Bechers record the transient

existence of purely functional structures and reveal the degree to which form is

determined by the invariant requirements of function’.24 Consequently, despite their

avowed documentary intentions, the Bechers’ photographs also became understood

as conceptual art.

In light of the Bechers’ partial assimilation into the sphere of contemporary art,

the artistic focus of many of their students – Gursky included – is easy to understand.

Gursky saw first-hand that documentary and art did not have to be separated, and as

a result his photographic practice became a kind of social documentation designed to

circulate within the institutions of fine art. Perhaps because of his primary location

within the gallery and museum sphere, however, the visual dialogue in which he

16 – Other works in Gursky’s highly abstract

Untitled series include a sunset, sandy soil, a

cloud, a shoe-rack, a painting by Jackson

Pollock, and a dust-covered surface. Marie

Luise Syring, ‘Where is ‘‘Untitled’’? On

Locations and the Lack of Them in Gursky’s

Photography’, in Marie Luise Syring,

Andreas Gursky: Photographs from 1984 to the

Present, Munich: Schirmer/Mosel 1998, 5.

17 – On the concept of institutional critique,

see Benjamin H. D. Buchloh, ‘Conceptual

Art 1962–1969, From the Aesthetic of

Administration to the Critique of

Institutions’, October, 55 (1990), 105–43.

18 – Richter began making fully abstract

works around 1968–69; see Benjamin

H. D. Buchloh, Peter Gidal, and Birgit Pelzer,

Gerhard Richter, Vol. 3: Werkübersicht/

Catalogue Raisonne 1962–1993, Ostfildern:

Edition Cantz 1993. Syring connects Gursky’s

Untitled I with Richter’s grey paintings; see

Syring, ‘Where is ‘‘Untitled’’?’, 5.

19 – See Thomas Struth, Museum

Photographs, Munich: Schirmer/Mosel 2005.

20 – When looked at from the point of view

of the history of photography, works like

Gursky’s Untitled 1 (Carpet) also seem to

engage with the tradition of seascapes begun

by Gustave Le Gray in the 1850s and

practiced powerfully since the 1980s and

1990s by photographers such as Hiroshi

Sugimoto and Thomas Joshua Cooper.

21 – On sets and typologies in the Bechers’

work, see Lange, Bernd and Hilla Becher, 35,

44–5 and 51–4.

22 – See Armin Zweite, ‘Bernd and Hilla

Becher’s ‘‘Suggestion for a Way of Seeing’’’,

in Bernd and Hilla Becher, Typologies,

Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press 2004, 21–3.

In his 1972 essay on the Bechers, Carl Andre

clearly emphasises the Bechers’

conceptualism (their focus on ‘variations

within limits determined by function’), and

he describes the evolution of their practice in

terms of a movement away from painting;

see Carl Andre, ‘A Note on Bernhard and

Hilla Becher’, Artforum 11:4 (December

1972), 59. See also Lange, Bernd and Hilla

Becher, 65–6.

23 – Alex Alberro, ‘Blind Ambition’,

Artforum, 39:5 (January 2001), 109.

24 – Andre, ‘A Note on Bernhard and Hilla

Becher’, 59.

supposedly neutral photographers are, of

course, making an interpretation of the

world does not invalidate the adjective,

which points to a kind of surface objectivity.
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Figure 9. Bernd and Hilla Becher,Water Towers, 1967–80, sixteen gelatin silver prints, 257.5 cm · 82 cm.Warner Communications Inc. Purchase Fund, 1980

(1980.1074a-p). TheMetropolitanMuseum of Art, New York. Image# 2012Hilla Becher and theMetropolitanMuseum of Art. Image source: Art Resource,

New York.
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engages seems most focused on the history of painting; there is less dialogue with the

history of photography. On the other hand, the concept of objectivity or Sachlichkeit –

like that of documentary – has always contained multiple meanings.25 Although

Gursky’s photographs clearly land on the side of metaphor, even the rigorous

documentary practice of the Bechers always possessed symbolic aspects. As is the

case with the Bechers’ project, it is probably best to see Gursky’s work as playing

between the two poles of documentary and art. The question is not whether Gursky’s

works diverge from objective representation, but rather whether the metaphors he

constructs still document something about the contemporary world.

To answer this question, it behooves us to explore the metaphorics of the

Bechers’ typologies in greater depth. As a number of critics and historians have

argued, a sense of melancholy pervades the Bechers’ oeuvre.26 The photographers

preserved and archived the built remnants of industries that are now in decline in the

West; and the strategies that they used – analogue technologies, objective representa-

tion, typological structure, and archival method – are all products of a past that

grows more remote every day. Their photographs, moreover, possess pronounced

modernist characteristics: a sense that form follows function, that architects and

engineers can learn from nature, and that artists must take technology as their subject

so as to show their audiences how best to live in the modern world.

Finally, their work also channels the positivist philosophies of the nineteenth

century upon which a number of modernist positions were built.27 This positivism

can be discovered in the Bechers’ emphasis on empirical observation, their use of

comparison to reveal both identity and difference, and, above all, their ‘physiog-

nomic’ approach to phenomena, which assumes that, when properly organised,

individual instances will reveal the ideal forms that stand behind them as their

ultimate causes. And by evoking these positivist and modernist ideas so consistently,

the Bechers underscore the divide that separates the Germany in which these ideas

still made sense from the Germany in which they produced their memorialising

archive. For this reason, their work is in some ways – like Gursky’s – ‘postmodernist’

in that it is about the waning of certain forms of modern technology and about the

loss of objectivity. It can remind us, in other words, that seeing things clearly does not

necessarily translate into a deeper understanding of the world.

In light of the metaphorical reading of the Bechers’ analogue mode of photo-

graphic comportment, which sees it as a subtle critique of positivism, modernism,

and technological utopianism in the post-1950s world, Gursky’s by no means

exclusive turn to digital photography does not indicate a rejection of photography’s

documentary function. Instead, Gursky’s embrace of non-analogue methods sug-

gests a desire to develop a practice of photography that is adequate to his contem-

porary moment. This world, as works like Klitschko (1999) suggest, is a context in

which form has become separated from function, where the body has no centred or

unified point of view, and where people, commodities, and the environment have

become enmeshed in a global network of exchange in which everything can be

translated into everything else (figure 10).

Klitschko includes many of Gursky’s favourite motifs: crowds, geometricised

spaces of contemporary mass entertainment, and representations of representation

(in this case, the television lighting and cameras as well as the repetition of human

figures – clusters of men in the ring and in the broadcast centre on the right – in the

two central screens overhead). Already in the 1990s Gursky had a prescient sense of the

shape of the world to come, and he expressed this intuition by constructing compel-

ling metaphors for his rapidly developing moment, images that ten and twenty years

later continue to inspire conviction. Although Gursky’s work often relies on digital

technologies, he has made some of the most iconic social documents of his time.

In terms of form, Gursky has been equally innovative. As Michael Fried argues,

Gursky is one of the key photographers exemplifying the re-emergence of an

‘absorptive’ or anti-theatrical tradition in contemporary art. Fried isolates a number

of formal and representational strategies that operate in Gursky’s photographs to

25 – Fritz Schmalenbach, ‘The Term Neue

Sachlichkeit’, Art Bulletin, 22:3 (September

1940), 161–5; and Joel Eisinger, Trace and

Transformation: American Criticism of

Photography in the Modernist Period,

Albuquerque, NM: University of New

Mexico Press 1999.

26 – See, for example, Blake Stimson, The

Pivot of the World: Photography and its

Nation, Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press

2006, 137–75.

27 – On the relationship between

photography and positivism, see Carol

Armstrong, Scenes in a Library: Reading the

Photograph in the Book, 1843–1875,

Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press 1998.
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distance or ‘sever’ the viewer from the picture’s natural, architectural, or human

subjects, including a regular combining of microscopic and macroscopic perspec-

tives as a well as a non-fixed, ‘hovering’, quasi-aerial point of view.28 The digital

manipulation that underlies these and other aspects of Gursky’s photographic

practice thus has, according to Fried, an important (and positive) effect. Although

it undermines the photograph’s indexicality, digital manipulation makes what

appears within the frame seem more controlled or intentional, more determined

by the photographer.29 And for this reason, Gursky’s digital manipulations help to

redeem photography for Fried, to make it matter as art as never before.

The analogue age is over – in photography as well as everywhere else. Although

analogue processes may survive as specialised technologies embraced by a select few,

most new images made in the world will be captured, transmitted, and consumed

digitally. Moreover, even if a greater percentage of ‘great’ photographers continue to

work with analogue technologies in comparison with working photographers in

general (something that may remain true in art, but probably not in documentary

photography), more and more of the world’s most important photographers will

nonetheless slowly become digital ones. Today, the sheer ratio of digital to analogue

equipment points to the ultimate triumph of digital photography. For this reason, it

is safe to say that we have witnessed a seismic shift over the past 20 years, a radical

transformation of photography, a primary medium through which we continue to

understand both our environments and ourselves.

At the same time, it is important not to overemphasise the division between

analogue and digital photography. As suggested by the long history of photomontage

in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, analogue photographs have always had the

power to manipulate and transform reality.30 Indeed, because the camera always

selects – or edits – and otherwise changes the world that exists before its lens, no

photograph – analogue or digital – can be said to represent the complete ‘truth’ of its

subjects or objects.31 Digital images, moreover, still have importance as documents.

For example, as suggested by the amateur snapshots of torture at Abu Ghraib in 2003,

digital photographs continue to possess a great deal of evidentiary (as well as

propagandistic) power.

As this comparison of Gursky with the Bechers demonstrates, the photograph is

always profoundly heterogeneous. It is, simultaneously, both document and art, the

product of multiple authors, and the locus of numerous, sometimes contradictory

signifying relations. A sometimes seemingly transparent avenue of communication

that is anything but clear and non-distorting, the photograph possesses a complex

history that – in both its analogue and its digital phases – reveals contours of human

knowledge that remain imperceptible in everyday life.

28 – As we view Gursky’s photographs, Fried

argues, we feel separated from his worlds –

they seem like mental pictures or concepts.

There appears to be no point of view; and the

scope and detail of the images seem outside

of normal human perceptual experience.

When human subjects are visible, moreover,

they appear absorbed; they do not

acknowledge the viewer, and hence prevent

us from identifying with them. Furthermore,

because they are shot from afar, they most

often seem emotionally flat, betraying little

inwardness or psychic depth. A desire to

distance the beholder is also behind Gursky’s

photography of barriers that come between

the viewer and the scene. Michael Fried,Why

Photography Matters, 156–82.

29 – On how the medium of photography

raises the question of the intentionality of the

image in a particularly important way, see

Walter Benn Michaels, ‘Photographs and

Fossils’, in James Elkins, Photography Theory,

London: Routledge 2006, 431–50.

30 – On photomontage, see Dawn Ades,

Photomontage, New York: Pantheon Books

1976. On the non-digital falsification of

photographic images, see David King, The

Commissar Vanishes: The Falsification of

Photographs and Art in Stalin’s Russia, New

York: Metropolitan Books 1997.

31 – The exhibition The Camera Always Lies,

the 2008 Regional Triennial of the

Photographic Arts, at the Center for

Photography at Woodstock, made a similar

point a few years ago, demonstrating a

widespread awareness on the part of curators

and photographers that the camera already

changed reality and shaped experience long

before the digital age.
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